GLUE TAB DENT REPAIR KIT
PRO-GTK: PAINLESS DENT REPAIR

Dent repair just got easier with another Pro Spot innovation. Fix
major dents with no heat input. This is crucial when repairing
new advanced, heat sensitive materials such as HS steel and
aluminum. They demand new processes to repair these materials with little or no heat input and the Pro Spot Glue Tab Dent
Repair Kit is the answer. It will help with your dent repair process
by cutting repair time by avoiding welding or arc procedures.
Features:
• Works directly on painted materials. No need to grind!
• Multiple style pull accessories for any dent.
• Reusable pull tabs!
• Safe for electronics and computers
• No panel removal required
• No burn through and no welding

Applies in 4 Easy Steps!

1. Plug in the glue gun and let it heat up while
you prepare the dent and materials.

2. With 91% alcohol, clean the area you plan
on repairing.

3. Remove remaining moisture or contaminants
from the panel and the plastic pull tab.

4. Apply glue to the pull tab and set it on the
dent in the areas you wish to pull.

Pull dents without needing to weld!

Comes with a
carrying case for
ease of storage and
transport throughout the shop.
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GLUE DENT REPAIR PULLING ACCESSORIES

PR0-65
Pro Pull Dent
Single Pull
PB-10
Pull Bar
Dent Pulling

CLP-73
Lever Bar
PB-20
Advanced Pull
Action Adapter

Quickly remove dents when paired with the
PB-10 Pull Bar.
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Easily remove plstic tabs after pulling is complete.
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Plastic tabs are resuable and ready to pull dent
after dent.
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